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ABSTRACT
Turkish history is truly fascinating
in many regards.
It is absolutely
objective
and
its authenticity
is unquestionable.
They were for many centuries the torch bearers of
Islam and of Islamic culture.
No wonder that the Islamic institution
of public charities
enjoyed a central
posi tion in the Turkish social order.
These public charities
in Turkey
were generally
comprised
of hospitals,
mosques and Se rei s (Public Inns).
Active
and
sustained
research was initiated
in the Ottoman
State during the 14th century
under
Murad I.
Some of the important
contributions
include Khawas-ul-Edviye
(1387 A.D.).
Kamil-ul-Sanaa was translated
into Turkish,
and Shit e-ul-Ek sem Fid Deva ul-Alam of
Haji Pasha was compiled.
In 1400 A.D. first hospital was set up under the Ottomans
with which a medical school was also affiliated.
In the reign
of Sultan Murad II a
number of treatises
on medicine
were compiled
e. g;
Zakhira-i-Muradiye,
Miftah
un-Nur , Tuhfi-Muradi
etc.
In the time of Sultan Mehmet, the conquerer,
translation
of al-Tasrif was carried out in Turkish.
During
the reign of Bayazid,
Cerrah Nama
was compiled
in which a European Disease (Syphilis?)
was mentioned
first time; Havi
Saghir was translated
into Turkish.
In the time of Suleman Kamuni (1520-66)
Munafe
-un-Nes, Kamus-ul-Hikma wa Tibb were written and Mu'c e: of lbn-Na+is was translated into Turkish.
In the Ottoman
Empire outside Turkey
Te zkr e t cul-El beb of Daud
Antaki is outstanding
contribution
for the description
of 1712 single remedies, anatomy
of the human body and diseases thereof.
In the 17th century,
some of the medical
literature
influenced
bv the western
medicine
produced
in Turkey
include
Gsv e t-ulBeyan fit Tadbir Beden ulfnsan
and two
other
important
treatises
by Saleh bin
Nesrullah
Helebi (d. 1670) were compiled
and the same author
translated
Basilica
Cby mice into Turkish.
Translation
of and commentary
on lbn-Ba itars
Kitab Mughni fif Edviyet il
was written
in 17th century,
whereas the first medical lexicon Lisan ul-Et i bbe
was also compiled
by Hasain Hazarfan.
The second
voluminous
medical
dictionary
(Kamus ul-Etibba) was compiled
in 1670 A.D. by Hakim Ahmed Bin Ibrahim.
In this
productive
century
Ali Effendi
also wrote
three
marvellous
compilations
on drugs.
In 18th century
the most important
compilations
include
Tedbir ut-Mev t ud, Faraid
uf-Mufredat
the abridged translation
of Kanun and Aphorizma
into Turkish by Abdul

Mufride

Aziz Effendi in 1771 A.D.
The Ottomans
were fully aware of the scientific
and cultural
heritage available
in Arabic and Persian.
They took
full
advantage
of the medical
literature,
set up the technical
institutions
and we come across
many examples of
hospitals
in the Seljuk period that unfold before
us the
excellence
and experience
as
well as Turkish
physician's
interest
in public
health and the generous
patronage
of
Turkish sovereigns.
These institutions
were well-organized
and fully qualified
physicians were able to treat
the ailments,
carry out surgery
and to educate the medical
students.
The medical science from the medieval
era to 18th century
reached at prime
position and that was the time in history when the concept of public health was hardly
put into practice in the occident.
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Like many other branches of
knowledge, the science of history
owes a great debt to the Islamic
nation. It was the Muslims who for
the first time in human history
evovled the philosophic concept of
objective, non-partisan documentation of historical data. It is they who
showed the world how a scientific
historian sifts the material available
to him, how he separates fact from
fiction and truth from falsehood.
Veracity was their main criterion.
They insisted that never should a
historian distort facts to suit his
theory or some pre-conceived notion
and nothing which is not completely
authentic and proven beyond
all
doubt should ever find place in a
work of history.
History enables the student to
correlate the past with the present.
It analyses the rise and fall of nations,
determines the causes thereof and
helps mankind to avoid likely pitfalls
and emulate the example of the pioneers of progress, in ages gone by,
who through their initiative, sagacity
and hardwork paved the way that has
ultimately led mankind to the mastery
of the physical universe. True history
is a faithful account of the aspirations
and ideals of nations, their beliefs
and social mores and an in-depth
study of their cultural, socio-economic, moral and spiritual institutions.
It includes, in its purview, a true
evaluation of a nation's mores of
production, its art and literature, its
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penal system and its form of government. It must also provide adequate
knowledge of the general standards
of health among the people who form
the subject of its study, the diseases
found among them and the medical
facilities available to them.
No
historical work can be. considered
definitive unless it gives a knowledgeable account of the health culture
of the people whose story it sets out
to tell.
This last factor is highly
important because the general standard of a people's health will ultimately determine whether it will go up
or down.
The attitudes and ideals
of nations are to a large extent
dependent on the state of their
physical and mental health.
Muslim historians have always
devoted much time and space in their
works to the discussion of the overall
health situation of their subjects of
study and research. Turkish history
is truly fascinating in many regards.
It is absolutely objective and its
authenticity is unquestionable, whether it relates to the Seljuq period, to
the later Ottoman era or to the
revolutionary times of Mustafa Kemal,
I am not in a position to make any
authoritative statement about what
importance Turkish historians in fact
attached to the subject of the general
health standards of the Turkish nation
and the medical facilities they could
avail of in time of need. But I will,
in this discourse, briefly discuss the
history of Turkish medicine and health
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culture.
What I have to say on the
subject will, I hope, not only facilitate
a true appraisal of classical Turkish
works of history but may also be of
some help to future Turkish historians.
Let us, to begin with, have a
close look at the Turkish hospitals of
yore. Even in ancient times every
hospital in Turkey, - and I want to
lay special stress on the word everybelieve me there was no exception to
the rule - every Turkish
hospital
contained an uptodate, well equipped
and highly organised department of
psychopathology.
This department
had on its staff expert psychiatrists,
neuro-physician singers along with
their
instrumental
accompanists.
These minstrel physicians were usually larger in number than professional
doctors specially qualified to treat
mental patients.
This is a very
important fact and should be noted
with cure. It raises many questions.
a) Was mental illness so widespread as to become a major national
problem necessitating
large scale
arrangements of a permanent nature
including acquisition of the services
of specialists for every major hospital?
b) How did the concept of music
therapy for mental disorders evolve?
Was it indigenous or was it borrowed
from some other land? Was it in fact
a purely Turkish contribution to the
art of healing in a very complicated,
delicate and specialised
area of
human infirmity?
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c) How effective was this music
therapy? Did it produce better resu Its
than the traditional
treatment
of
mental ailments? Was it some special
type of music or certain specific
instruments which produced sounds
that soothed and healed the ailing
mind? Was this treatment curative or
was it only a palliative?
d) Which stratum of society had
a larger proportion a fmentally sick
persons - was it the nobility of the
middle class or the impoverished
people? This is a question of vital
importance
because
the correct
answer to it will provide a clear
picture of the economic stratification
of society in those times and the
impact of economic stresses on the
different classes of the community,
e) Was this preponderance of
mental diseases due only to economic
imbalance and resultant stresses, or
there were some other factors toolike social unrest, political instability
or continuous war which created a
sense of insecurity which,
when
aggravated, led to psycho-neurosis
and other mental disorders?
f)
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we come across so often

in Turkish history?
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If scientific research on classical
works of Turkish history reveals that
most historians did not take due note
of the prevalence of mental diseases
in Turkey and did not properly
evaluate the consequences of this
important medical fact on the life of
the nation, one will have to regretfully conclude that these historical
works are not exhaustive and no firm
and dependable conclusions can be
drawn on their basis about the real
forces that shaped Turkish history.
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a)

Hospitals

b)

Mosques

c)

Serais (Public Inns)

And this fact makes one wonder the
fact that Turkey had a very large
number of hospitals financed by the
government and also by the private
philanthropists, implies that all types
of diseases were rampant almost in
epidemic proportions and ill health
was a national phenomenon. Was
this state of mass ill health due to
water
pollution
or contaminated
food? Was this unclean water and
food supply a result of the inefficiency
of the ruling class or due to neg Iigence and corruption in the administrative cadres?

Another fact of basic importance
that emerges from a careful study of
Turkish history is that public charities
have always existed in this Muslim
country and have constituted a social
institution
of primary
importance.
The covenants under which these
public charities were established were
invariably
very large documents.
These legal documents which can fill
innumerable volumes in themselves
offer a rich field for exclusive and
rewarding research.

The large number of uniquely
beautiful
mosques, all matchless
gems of architecture, are symbolic of
the deep attachment of the Turkish
people to Islam and their unsurpassed
aesthetic sensibility which created
these architectural masterpieces.

The Turks have always been true
Muslims. They were for many long
centuries the torch bearers of Islam,
and of Islamic culture
with
its
incomparable treasure-house of art
and literature and its glorious humanistic tradition.
No wonder then
that the Islamic institution of public
charities enjoyed a central position
in the Turkish socia larder.
These
public charities in Turkey have generally comprised:

The large number of inns, in big
and small towns, leads the student
to believe that the Turkish people
loathed to behave as the proverbial
'old stick in the mud'. They were,
by temperament. peripatetic and were
compulsive travellers who loved to go
to places.
Or was it economic
adversity that led unemployed hands
to move from place to place in search
of work? In case the latter were the
main clientele it means that bulk of
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the nation's work force was always
out of job which would in turn imply
mass poverty.
No authentic literature is available on the methods and principles of
medical diagnosis and treatment in
Turkey. On the basis of our cure
knowledge that the Turks have always
been dedicated to Islam it may safely
be assumed that their principles of
medical treatment were always in
conformity with the teachings of the
Our'an and the Sunneh.
It is most likely that the Turkish
physicians
followed
Nature and
depended mair.lv on medicinal herbs
in the treatment of diseases. But
this, at least, is just an intelligent
hypothesis.
The matter needs long
and careful investigation.
In the
medieval times the Turks and Arabs
enjoyed very close association in
many matters. It is, therefore, natural
to assume that they must
have
established a close and active collaboration in medical research.
The Turkish nation became the
dominant power in the world of Islam
in the 11 th century and soon after
became a major world power. The
golden period of Turkish history lasted
for almost seven centuries. Although
their major achievements lay in the
politico-military domain, yet they did
not lag behind other peoples in the
field of intellect and scientific enquiry.
They used the pen as skilfully as the
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sword, Along with the Arabs and
the Persians they made solid contribution to the fund of human knowledge and the creative arts which is
equalled by few nations in the long
history of mankind.
In the Middle
Ages which saw the flowering of the
Turkish creative and scientific talent,
Arabic was the academic and the link
language in the world of Islam as
Latin was in the Occident.
Consequently much of the work done by
Turkish
masters - scientists
and
medical men - was in Arabic, the
language of the learned and got
categorised in the genre of Muslim or
Arab work.
Because of this fact it
could not retain its separate Turkish
identity.
Turks, as true Muslims,
W81"ealways above narrow parochial
considerations.
They felt pride in
adopting the language of the Holy
Ouran, as their medium of communication. They thought and wrote in
Arabic. This major handicap notwithstanding one can identify many works
of historic importance which Turkish
masters contributed
in the field of
medical research.
Turkish physicians
who
were
engaged in medical research received
generous patronage
from
Turkish
sovereigns.
Military
leaders and
members of the ruling hierarchy made
large financial allocations for the
provision of medical facilities to the
people at large. The name of General
Fateh Ibn Kh~kan will always shine
in the Turkish Role of Honour for
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establishing the fifth biggest hospital
in the Muslim world at Baghdad
during the reign of the Abbasid Caliph
al-Mutawakkil
(232-247 A.H_L so
will the name of Ahmed bin Tulun,
the Turkish Governor of Egypt, who
founded this sixth biggest hospital of
the Muslim world at Fustat. This
was the first hospital in the Muslim
world to be given a vast land endowment to cover its expenses. Thus
started the noble tradition of establishing hospitals for providing free
medical treatment to suffering humanity.
It was enriched by successive
regimes, almost all of which were
Turkish. This tradition of providing
patronage to hospitals and medical
research was inherited by the great
Ottoman Turks who came into power
in the 15th century.
Dr. Suheyl Unver, Director of the
Institute of the History of Medicine,
Istanbul University, who is a distinguished research scholar in his own
right is quite correct when he says
that Ottoman medicine is a continuation of the medicine of the Seljuq
period both in concept and in practice.
Mohammed Tahir Bursali in his
scholarly book Osmanli Muet Iitteri
has described the co ntr ibu ti on made
by 86 Turkish medical authors to the
medical science.
There are many
more authors who have done excellent
work in medical research but have
become famous for their contribution
to other disciplines.
Tahir Bursali
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has given the names of 53 important
medical treatises written by such
writers from the period of Mehmet
the Conqueror - middle
of
15th
century - to the establishment of
the Academy of Medici ne in 1927 A. D.
The founder of the Ottoman
Empire, at the very outset made it
clear that the Science of Medici ne
was very close to his heart. He
created the post of Raeesul Atibba
(the Physician General) the incumbent of which high office-equivalent
to a present day cabinet ministerwas responsible for
all
matters
relating to public health and hygiene.
Tahir Bursali states that 63 eminent
physicians held this office from the
time of Mehmet the Conqueror to the
reign of MahmiidII (1803·1839A.D.).
It is gratifying to note that in
present day Turkey every effort is
being made by the State as also by
leading men of medicine to preserve
this invaluable national heritage. All
available books and manuscripts of
Turkish masters, written in the Arabic,
Persian and Turkish languages, which
were lying in different libraries have
been collected in the Institute of the
History of Medicine
at Istanbul
University. These rare books have
been carefully catalogued and preserved for posterity.
I will now give a brief evaluation
of this unique storehouse of medical
knowledge in the light of the profound
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research work done by Dr. Abdul Haq
Adrian .\divar, Dr. Suheyl Unver and
other distinguished scholars.
The Turks wrote their medical
works in Arabic and Persian till the
15th
century
when the Turkish
language started replacing these two
languages. After the disintegration
of the Seljuq kingdom in Konya,
many small princedoms sprang up in
Turkey and lasted till the Ottoman
State was founded at Soqut towards
the end of the 13th century. These
principalities gave official patronage
to the Turkish language for the first
time. The first books in the Turkish
language were compiled in two small
princedoms called Aydin Ogullari and
Menteshi Ogullari, located in southwestern Turkey.
These princedoms
were incorporated in the Ottoman
State in the 15th century. Medical
work done here during the period
can truly be said to be the starting
point of medical research in the
Ottoman Empire.
Active and sustained research in
medicine was initiated in the Ottoman
State during the 14th century under
Murad I (1359-1389
A.D.)
and
Bayazid Yildrim (1389-1400 A.D.).
The pioneer in this field was a scholar
named Murad bin lshaq bin Murad
who wrote a book entitled Khevtis-ulEdvive in 1387 A. 0/792 A.H. This
is the first work on medicine in the
Turkish
language
and
contains
succinct and precise descriptions of
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the properties of single remedies.
According to Dr. Abdul Haq Adrian.
the author used Isma'il
.Jarjani's
Zekhire-e- Khwarzam Shahi and Ibn
Srna's Kanlln, the two great medical
classics, as his source
material.
Almost contemporaneously with this
treatise Kamil-us-Sinaa
the great
classic of Ali Abbas, a renowned
physician of Buveyhi period was
translated in Turkish by an unknown
anatomist of Bergama. It was the
second most important contribution
to medical literature in the Turkish
language after Mutridtu-e-tbo Bsvter.
We now pass on to Haji Pasha
of K6nya the great Turkish master of
medicine (died 1417 A.D./870 Hijra).
Completing his education in Cairo.
he started working as the Chief
Physician in the world famous hospital
set up in this city by Mansur Kalavun.
After serving in this capacity for
sometime he returned to Turkey at
the invitation of Fakhruddin lsa, the
ruler of Aydn. Aydn was incorporated
in the Ottoman Empire during the
reign of Sultan Murad and Sultan
Bavazid Yildrim
Consequently Haji
Pasha spent the last years of his life
in the Ottoman State.
He was a
prolific writer and wrote many books
on medicine and allied subjects in
Turkish and Arabic.
He dedicated
his masterpiece Shite-ul-Eksiun Fid
Deva-ul-\Iam
to Fakhruddin lsa in
1381 A.D./783 Hijra. The original
manuscript in Haji Pasha's own
handwriting is preserved in the library
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of the Top Kapi Museum, Istanbul.
Other manuscripts of this book are
found in many libraries in India,
Egypt and Istanbul, which is a proof
of the universal recognition this great
work received in the medical world.
The most distinctive feature of this
work is that the author has avoided
unnecessary details and confined
himself to dealing with the core of
the matter.
It comprises three sections as
detailed below:
1)

2)

Theoretical and practical
formation.

in-

Nama. Muntakhab-ush-Shifa
is in
Turkish.
He also wrote a scholarly
treatise on Piles. Due to the volume
and the profundity of his contributiun
to the science of medicine he enjoys
the same high position in Turkey as
Ibn Sina does in the world of Islam.
He may well be called the Ibn Sina
of Turkey.
Some of the other important
books produced in Turkey or translated into the Turkish
language
contemporaneously with Haji Pasha
are:
1)

Abridged version of Ibn Slna's
Kaniln produced in Turkish by
Sh. Jamal - ud - Din Aqserai,
under the title Mu' je zu/ Kiinijn .
It became very popular
in
Turkey.

2)

Tervihul Arfih by
Turkey's
major poet Ahmedi, who was
a fellow student of Haji Pasha
in Cairo.
According
to Dr.
Abdul Haq Adrian Adivar after
a succinct expose on human
anatomy, the author has discussed diseases and their treatment. He dedicated the work

Drinks and eatables. According to Dr. Abdul Haq Adrian
.vdivar,
this section is based
entirely
on
Ibn Bavtars

el -Jemi.
3)

Diseases affecting the entire
human system i.e. organic
diseases.

While in its basic approach the
book depends largely on the theories
of Ibn Sin a and the ancient Greek
system of medicine, the author has
also recorded his own views and
observations.
Later on Haji Pasha
produced a Turkish version of this
book, most likely in 1408, under the
title Tehsit-ush-Shite,
to enable his
own countrymen to benefit from it.
Other important works of Haji Pasha
are Kiteb-us-Seede,
Kiteb ot-re't.m,
Muntekbeb-ush-Sbits,
and Ikhtiliij
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to

the

Ottoman

Prince Amlr

Sulernan (1403-1410 A.D.).
3)

Muntekheb,

Abdul

Wahab's

which

is dedicated

Mohammed
1421 A.D.).

Chelepi

to Sultan
(1403-
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Although it may appear to be
somewhat outside the purview of this
article, yet I feel that a mention has
to be made here of the first hospital
that was set up under the Ottomans.
Bavazrd Yildrim founded it at Bursa
in 1400 A.D./802 Hijra. It comprised
4 large and 22 small wards. Its staff
consisted of 3 doctors and 2 compounders. This hospital was open to
all patients who needed medical care,
irrespective of race, colour and creed.
Although the testament of the hospital
does not contain any mention of any
medical school. yet Turkish research
scholars maintain that a medical
school was in fact attached to the
hospital and was called Der-ul-Ti bb
(Faculty of Medicine).
It may be
well to note that, at this period of
time, no European country had any
similar
institution
at
all.
This
hospital-cum-medical school at Bursa
was followed by a second medical
school which was founded during the
reign of Sultan Mehmet, the Conqueror, founder of the Ottoman
Empire. The third medical school
was established in 1555 during the
time of Sulernan, the Great.
The
buildings of the third medical school
are being used even today, although
not for medical purposes.

A number of learned treatises on
medical problems
were compiled
during the reign of Sultan Murad II.
Some of these were dedicated to the
royal
patron.
Perhaps the most
important
work of this period is
Zekhire-i-Muradiye,
compiled
by
Momin Bin Mukbil, who is more
widely known in Turkey as Momin
Zade Mukbil in 1437 AD./841
Hijra.
This book
discusses,
in
detail,
diseases of the brain, the head, the
eyes, the ears and the stomach in five
chapters. A distinct feature of this
work, according to Dr. Adnan\divar
is that Arabic medical terms are
followed by their Turkish equivalents.
Of all the five chapters the one on
the eyes contains the most detailed
and exhaustive
material.
Optic
maladies IHe described at length and
drawings of instruments used in
eye-surgery are also given. The book
does not, however, contain much
original contribution and is mainly a
compilation
of
material
already
available in Arabic and Persian.
Its
major source is the Zakhira-i-Khwarzam Shshi.
Mittsh- un- Nilr is the title of
another important book compiled by
Hakim Momin Zade Mukbil in which
a brief discourse on health care and

The Ottoman Turks, besides providing full patronage to hospital and
compilation of medical
llterature.
took all necessary steps to promote
medical education in well-equipped
teaching institutions.
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Dr. Suheyl Unver, has mentioned
two othe r noteworthy medical works
produced during the same periodTuhf-i-Murad!
written
by Hakim
Mahrnud Shervani and Kerns! Name,
a work in thrr e volumes, written by
some anonymous physician.
Tuhf·;Muradi is devoted entirely to precious
stones and their medicinal properties.
We now come to the time of
Sultan Mehmet, the Conqueror and
his son, Sultan Biiyazid II. These
two great empire-builders were also
generous patrons of art and learning.
A number of important books on
medicine were written during their
reign.
Sherf eddin Subunjuoglu,
a
resident of Amasiva was the most
outstanding physician and surgeon
of this period. He worked as director
of the local hospital for 14 years.
Later, he translated in Turkish, the
world famous classic et-Tesrit written
by the immortal Andalusian physician
Abul Kasim Zehravi.
He named it
Cerrah Nsme-e-Et honi and presented
it to Sultan Mehmet, the Conqueror.
Between 1465 to 1468 A.D. (870873 Hijra) he prepared three different
Turkish versions of the classic. The
manuscript of the first rendering is
preserved in the Library of the
Institute of Medica I History, Un iversity of Istanbul, that of second
version is lying in the National
Library of Paris. The manuscripts of
the third rend.tion in Turkish is a
prized exhibit in the library of Eli
Emiri. The second and third versions
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are in the author's own handwriting
and are well illustrated with drawings
and sketches. It is the first significant work on surgery in the Turkish
language.
This work is not mere translation,
as the compiler has given his own
observations at numerous
places
besides adding drawings of surgical
instruments some of which he had
himself designed and manufactured.
Sherfeddin Sabunjuoglu's second
book is entitled Mujerreb Nama in
which he has recounted
medical
experiments conducted personally by
him. He was a pioneer
in the
development of antisnake-bite serums. He first conducted large-scale
experiments on birds before tr~ ing
these serums on human victims of
snake-bite.
Sherfeddin's renowned contemporary physician Ashraf bin Mehmed
wrote a book entitled Knez ein-us
Se'edet and presented it to Mehmet.
the Conqueror.
Yadgari-i-Ibn-i-Sherif
is another
im oortant medical work of this period.
According to Dr. Abdul Haq Adrian,
it was written shortly after the conquest of Istanbul by Sultan Mehmet,
the Conqueror in 1453. This book
became very popular, as is evident
from the fact that a large number of
its manuscripts are extant to this day,
It contains in-depth discussion of
subjects like air, water, residential
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environment, drinks, eatables, and
clothes.
In his discourse on wine,
the author
has enumerated
its
medicinal uses.
Akhi Chelebi is another important
medical personality of Sultan Mehmet's time (d. 1523 A 0./930 A.H.).
He achieved prominence during the
reign of Bavazrd II who had complete
faith in his skill as a physician.
He
worked as director of the hospital at
Edirne for some time. He is remembered for his valuable treatise on the
stones in the kidney and the bladder.
Although he has drawn largely on
Ibn Sina's Kanun for their treatment,
he has also made some noteworthy
observations of his own. The Turkish
translation
of Mucez=tit-Tibb
an
important book written by the famous
Egyptian physician Ibn Nafls is also
ascribed to Akhi Chelebi.
But Or.
Adrian maintains that this translation
was done by Chelebi's father Ahmed
Kernal, who was himself a distinguished physician of his time.
Under Chelebi's guidance, Mi"lsa
Jalinus Isra'ili wrote a medical treatise in which a mention is made for
the first time in the Eastern medical
literature, of some European men of
medicine and good use is made of
their researches.
During the reign of Bayazid, Ibrahim Bin Abdullah Cerrah translated
an ancient Greek work on surgery,
that was found during the expedition
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against Morea, under the name Ce rrah Name. In this book is mentioned for the first time a disease called
the' European Disease which appeared in this region during the expedition of Charles VIII, King of France,
against Naples. At about the same
time Ahmad bin Bali Fakih translated
in Turkish Nejmed Din Mehmud Shirazi's (d. 1330A.D.) book Havi-Saghir
under the title Mecme-ul-Mucerrebet
and also made valuable original contribution to it.
Valuable contribution to medical
literature in Turkish was made during
the time of Suleman Kanuni (15201566).
It included Munide-un-Niis
of Mehmud
Kaysumizade, a leading
medical authority of his time and
Kiuntis-ul-Hik me Wa Tibb, which is
based on the work of Ibn Baytar and
in which subjects are arranged in
alphabetical order. Its other distinctive feature is that every term is given
along with its Turkish equivalent.
Mu'ce : of Ibn Nafls was once again
translated in Turkish,
during this
period, by poet Saruri. at the behest
of Prince Mustafa's personal physician.
Dr. Abdul Haq Adrian has observed that this book can be a big help
to those Turks who want to learn the
Arabic language.
Many eminent doctors of medicine flourished in the Ottoman Empire
outside Turkey proper.
The most
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outstanding of them all was Daud bin
Omer Antaki who lived in the 16th
century and belonged to Syria- Egypt.
He was a man of many splendoured
genius and wrote on many subjects
including philosophy and mathematics. But his most significant work
is his medical book Te z kret-ut-Etbeb,
which is also famous under the title
Te rkre t-ut=Anttik i. It received universal recognition.
Seven editions of
it were printed in Egpyt between 1254
A.H. to 1324 A.H. It was probably
written by the author in 972 A H.
Daud Antak i knew the Greek language well.
His Te z kret=ul-El biib
contains, besides a discourse on medical subjects enriched by much valuable information,
notes on leading
personalities of Greek and Arab medical disciplines.
In his account of
single remedies, he has benefited
largely from Ibn Bavtar's el=Jemi but
has also mode invaluable addition to
the subject on the basis of research
and experiments personally conducted
by him. Dr. Abdul Haq Adrian states
that Daud Antiiki has described one
thousand seven hundred and twelve
single remedies and medical ingredients as against eight hundred remedies discussed by Ibn Sina in his
Kanltn. His Te z kre elso includes a
brief discourse on anatomy in which
he recommends the study of his other
book Nu zhet-Fit-Feshrih,
In the
second part of this work he lists
diseases in alphabetical order. The
second most import ant work of Antak i
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is Ennuzhet-ul-Mubhije
fi Teshkhieut-Ez nen which deals with pathology.
Its style and approach is rather philosophical.
He also wrote a commentary, with annotation, on Ibn Siria's
Kan~n and named it Nez m-e-Kentvnche k,
Enma z ec - ut - Tibb, written
by
Emir Chelebi, the Chief Physician in
the royal court of Murad IV, is the
most significant contribution
to the
science of medicine in Turkish during
the 17th century.
Like Haji Pasha he
too has received his medical education in Eygpt and worked in Kalavun Mansurva Hospital at Cairo.
Dr. Adrian says Chelebi emerges, in
this book, as a master physician.
Following the established tradition,
the author begins with a discourse
on animals and ecology and then
gives a detailed description of all
known diseases along with their
proper diagnosis and treatment.
He
strongly pleads the cause of continuous research in medicine. He decries
blind acceptance of the knowledge
left by earlier masters as the last
word and maintains that it is essential
for every practitioner of medicine to
carryon
research and to continue
making experiments.
He lays great
emphasis on the study of anatomy
and the need of further development
in this branch of medical science.
He maintains that it is imperative to
increase man's knowledge and understanding of the human organism and
for this purpose he recommends that
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experiments be carried out on the
corpses of war casualties.
In case
this is not found feasible experiments
may be carried out on dead bodies of
monkeys and pigs.
Dr. Suheyl says that another book
on anatomy was written during this
period by Shamsud Din Eraki. which
according to him is a very useful
work.
It is quite likely that this is
the book to which Dr. Abdul Haq
Adnan has referred in his learned
research work Osmenli Turkte rinde
Ilim as Teshrshul Abden by ShamsedDin Sherva ni. It was written between 1629-1631 during the time of
Sultan Murad IV and contains some
beautiful drawings.
One section of
this book comprises translation of
Ibn Sinas Kanlin and Sherh-i-Feshrihul KfinQn by Ibn Nafis. The compiler in his introduction
to the main
work gives a discourse on the four
elements and different human temperaments besides compound medicines; it is followed by a detailed
account of human anatomy, including
the anatomy of the womb. A drawing of the female body is given by
Shamsed Din showing the location
of the womb to illustrate his point
about surgery of the womb. The book
contains an illuminating chapter on
Embryology. According to Dr. Abdul
Haq Adnan, the author has used as
source material Teshrihul Beden, an
authentic work in Persian by Mehmed
Mansur Haji Ahmed written in the
9th century. Mehmed Mansur's work
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had received universal acclaim. It
was printed in Lucknow in 1265 A.H.
under the title Teshrih-i-Msnstiri.
Some of the medical literature
produced in Turkey during the 17th
century drew, for the first time, on
European sources specially Latin,
French and German, although in a
very small way. This was a natural
outcome of the contacts Turkish medical scientists developed with physicians and surgeons attached to European diplomatic missions in Istanbul.
The new world discovered towards
the end of the 15th century became
a source of supply of a large number
of exotic items to Europe including
many with
pronounced
medicinal
properties such as Quinine and Ipecac.
From Europe they came to Turkey.
Gayet - ul - Beyan fit Ted bir Bedenul
lnsiin written by Saleh bin Nesrullah
Helebi, (d. 1670) is one of the first
works wh ich show pro nou nced European influence.
The author presented this book to Sultan Mehmed IV
and received a reward tor it. Some
new diseases which were spreading
in Turkey at the time are discussed
in it with the help of European medical expertise available in Turkey, and
drugs and methods of treatment
hitherto unknown to Eastern medicine, are recommended to fight them.
Other important books of the same
author are Gavet-ul-Itkan
and Gev et
fit Tibb, the latter has a very wide
canvas and deals with internal and
external maladies, skin diseases and
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cosmetics. Gayet-ul-Itkan was translated in Turkish by Mustafa Faizullah
during the time of Sultan Ahmad.
Saleh Nesrullah also translated
in Turkish a book entitled Basilica
Chv mice written
by Oswald Croll
(d. 1609) a well known European
medical scientist.
The original manuscript of the translation is preserved in the Berlin Museum.
He is
also said to have translated in Turkish the works of a German medical
authority named Paracelsus (14931541), who incidently was the first
man of medicine to challenge the
medical theories of Galinus and Ibn

Slna,
Saleh Nesrullah and Havat Zade
were undoubtedly
well-acquainted
with European medical works and
system of treatment.
This means
that Turkish men of medicine had
established contacts with Western
medicine.
Then how does one explain the fact, wonders Dr. Adnan.
that Turkish doctors of the period,
were, almost all of them, ignorant of
the new discoveries and findings of
European medical research.
During this period Mehmed Bin
Ahmed translated
in Turkish Ibn
Bavtar's Kitabul Mughni fil Ediviy etil-Mufride.
He also wrote a commentary on this medical classic under
the title Mualejftt-i-Sheykh
lbn-u!Baytar. This was done at the behest
of Husain Mustafa Pasha, the Governor of Hungary.
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Dr. Adnan has written about a
Greek physician Alexander Mavrocordato, who wrote a 150-page dissertation in Latin, in 1664 A.D. on
blood circulation and the function of
lungs.
In this learned treatise he
starts with an analysis of the theories
of blood circulation enunciated by
Hippocrates, Galen and Vesalius and
then gives a lucid exposition of the
theory advanced by Harvey, in his
masterly work De Mota Cordis, regarding blood circulation and compares
it with earlier theories. This profound
medical thinker was personal physician of the French Ambasador to Fazal
Ahmed Koprulu Pasha, President of
the Court of Ministers, and stayed in
Istanbul for quite some time.
Dr.
Adrian wonders why a master-physisician and medical theorist of the
eminence of Alexander Mavrocordato,
despite his position of importance,
remained so little known in Turkey
and how was it that he could create
no impact whatsoever on the local
physicians and medical scientists. As
a result of this inexplicable situation
the Turks remained ignorant of the
new research on blood circulation for
a long time and it found no mention
in medical books published in Turkey.
Two important medical lexicons
were compiled in Turkey in the 17th
century.
The first which is entitled
Lisan-ul-Etibba was compiled by Husain Hazarfan, The first section of
this work contains Arabic terms along
with their Turkish equivalents while
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the second half comprises Turkish
words and their Arabic translations.
The author has aslo given the Greek
names of drugs and medicine and
has discussed in some detail diseases
and temperaments. In the concluding chapters of this reference book
Husain Hazarfan has given some
authentic case histories of wellknown treatments by leading Arab,
Iranian and Greek physicians.
The second medical dictionary
was compiled by Hakim Ahmed Bin
Ibrahim, who had very close links
with the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent.
After cornpletinq his education at the
Edirne and Istanbul medical universities, he came to India and was
appointed special physician to Emperor Shah Jehan. On return to Turkey
he compiled in 1670 A D. a voluminous medical lexicon, entitled KamllSut-Eti bbe.
In the foreword to this
work he states that he has also translated the works of Razi and Ibn

Bavtar.
Another distinguished physician of
this very productive century, was Ali
Effendi who had close links with the
court of Sultan Ibrahim (1640-1648).
He wrote the following three books:
1.

Deve-ut-Emt

Sz

2.

Nizamu/-Edviye

3.

Mutredtt.

Quite a few books on the science
of medicine were written in Turkey

during the 18th century.
Shaban
Shifai wrote two valuable books on
child-birth, mother and the baby and
the upbringing of the child. In one
of the two books which is entitled
Fedbir-ul-Mevltsd
written in 1112
AH.
Shifai has presented in lucid
and precise Turkish the views and
observations of Zakariya Razi, Ibn
Sina and Haji Pasha.
Feraid-ul-Mufredat,
another important book appeared in 1166 AH.
The name of the author remains unknown. Its main subject is plants and
animals, rather than remedies. Names
of plants and living organisms are
given in Arabic, Persian and Greek,
and their medicinal properties are
described in some detail. Dr. Adrian
says that it forms a part of Turkish
medical
and
botanical literature
written in the traditional style.
Ibn Sina's Kanlln has always been
the main book of reference for Turkish
physicians. For many centuries they
consulted the original Arabic text.
Later on a number of abridged Turkish
versions became available. The unabridged Turkish translation of this
bible of medicine was done by Haji
Mustafa towards the end of the 18th
century, at the command of Sultan
Mustafa III. He made use of Outbud
Din Shirazi's Sherh-i- Kanlln in his
interpretation of the difficult portions
of the Kanl1n. In his Turkish version,
of the classic, he retained the original
Arabic names and terms. Contempo-
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raneously with it Havati lade's sonin-Jaw Hakim Sulernan produced a
Turkish translation of Akrabadin.
Western influence
on Turkish
medicine became noticeable in the
18th cenury and Turkish men of medicine started drawing more and more
on Western medical source material.
According to Dr. Suheyl Unver the
European method of medical treatment found a dynamic and forceful champion in Gevrek lade Hasan
Effendi. He wrote a number of books
on diseases of the eye, gout, pediatrics, and on the use of music in the
treatment of psychic disorders.
Aphorizma
a medical work of
the higt e st importance by the reknowned Dutch physician Herman Boerhaave was translated in Turkish by
Abdul Aziz Effendi in 1771 A.D./1195
A.H. Through the translation of this
masterly exposition of the Western
system of medicine, Turkish men of
medicine became fully cognizant of
Harvey's theory of blood circulation
for the first time and it meant a major
advance in Turkish medical science.
Vesim Abbas, the most illustrious
Turkish physician of the 19th century,
is the author of a work of the highest
importance.
His Dost urut Vesim Fit
Tibb-ut=Jedid
vel Ked im, is in two
volumes and contains a thorough and
detailed discussion of all diseases of
the limbs and organic maladies. He
covers the entire human body and
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discusses many specialised branches
of medicine, such as gynaecology,
pediatrics and skin diseases including
boils, sores and ulcers, and suggests
specific treatment of all diseases described by him in his work
He had
very friendly contacts with a large
number of European physicians who
were frequent visitors to his residence.
Dr. Adrian .\divar has collected biodata of 13 foreign doctors out of the
list given by Vesim Abbas,
The
learned doctor maintains that despite
these contacts with practitioners of
Western medicine and his natural
inclination towards critical evaluation
of available data and scientific research he remained unaware of the
advances made by the West in the
field of medicine.
He did not know
even the findings of Harvey about
blood circulation.
Harvey's book on
the subject was translated in Turkish
almost a decade after the death of
Vesim Abbas.
The reign of Sultan Selim (17891807) is historically very important
because many technical institutions
were set up during the period
It
witnessed the advent of modern disciplines in Turkey, A medical school,
on the European model. was established in 1826 and a year later i.e. in
1827 a high-powered institution was
founded under the name Tibbiya
Usmania. Its major assignment was
large-scale
translation of medical
Iiterature, initially from French into
Turkish with a view to laying a solid
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foundation
for modern medicine in
Turkey. Two names stand out from
amongst the large number of people
who translated medical books from
European languages - Hakim Shafi
Zade Atautlah (d. 1826) and Hakim
Behjat Mustafa (d. 1833).
This brief survey of the medical
theory and practice during the Ottoman period will, I hope, confirm Dr.
Abdul Haq Adnan's evaluation of
Turkish medical activity in his excellent
book
Osmenli Furklerinde
(Science and the Ottoman Turks).
This book brings out the fact that
Ottoman doctors continued to follow
the theories and concepts of Galen
and l bn Sina right upto the 18th
century and despite their close proximity to Europe remained unaware
of the medical discoveries that achieved a breakthrough in the science
of medicine in the post-Renaissance
period. Dr. Adnan is absolutely correct
when he says that this failure to keep
pace with the times was due to the
fact that the Ottoman Turks appeared
on the cultural and scientific scene
after the destruction of the Abbasid
caliphate by the Mongols and the
forced exodus of the Muslims from
Andalusia. Intellectual decadence and
inertia followed political decline in
the world of Islam. The learned men
and thinkers confined their intellectual activity to writing footnotes and
to annotating works of ancient masters. The general consensus amongst
these men of limited vision was that
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the works of the old masters were
definitive and there was no possibility
whatsoever of making new discoveries
and breaking fresh ground. The circumstances that ushered in the age of
enlightenment in Europe did not exist
in the Orient. As a result, the West
went ahead at a very fast pace and
the East continued to wa lIow in its
lethargy and complaisance.
This, however, does not mean
that the Ottomans did not do anything
at all in the doma in of scientific
research and
intellectual
enquiry.
They were fully aware of the scientific
and cultural heritage available in
Arabic and Persian. All important
medical literature in these languages
was translated in the Turkish language.
Towards the end of their
politico-military
dominance
they
turned to the Western medicine but
owing to the quickening pace of their
decline and increasing instability in
the Empire they were in no position
to make any significant headway in
this sphere. A keen study of Turkish
medicine from the beginning of the
Seljuq period to the 18th century
shows that the Turkish nation produced many scientists of rare brilliance
who possessed minds of razor-edge
sharpness and unbounded dynamism.
They did not feel shy of formulating
new hypotheses or of conducting
experiments on their basis. Some of
them made worthy contribution
to
the fund of medical knowledge. They
designed and perfected many surgical
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instruments, specially those required
in eve-surqerv. According to Abdul
Kerim Germanus, a Hungarian convert
to Islam and a distinguished medical
research-scholar.
Turkish
doctors
were, beyond all doubt, pioneers in
the field of psychiatry and psychotherapy besides being masters in the
field of di'agnosis and treatment of
hereditary diseases. Turkish doctors
according to Germanus, were famous
throughout Europe for their matchless
skill in surgery.
Turkish medicine
has another first to its credit. Dr.
Suheyl Unver maintains, on the basis
of much authentic evidence, that
Turks were the first nation in human
history to set up exclusive hospitals
for lepers.
Leper hospitals were
located at Kayseri, Edirne and Istanbul
and special residential wards for
lepers were built outside city limits
in Cyprus and Kastamunu.
Furthermore,
anti-smallpox
vaccine was
introduced in Turkey towards the end
of the 17th century.
It was such an
astoundingly
novel thing that the
wife of Montago, the British Ambassador, made a special mention of it
in one of her letters to people back
home in 1717 A.D.
The Turkish men of medicine had
made such remarkable advances in
the treatment of mental diseases that
they made therapeutic use of music
for some specific psychic ailments.
This, when most European peoples
burnt their mental patients alive in
the mistaken belief that they were
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haunted by evil spirits.
To sum up this short resume of
the history of Turkish medicine, I
would say, that on the whole, the
contribution
made by the Turkish
medical scientists, up to the 10th
century, is unmatched, both in quality
and in volume, in the entire Muslim
world and the Orient with the exception of Muslim India.
The hospitals of medieval Islamunlike the Greek Aesculapian where
magic and mystery played a more
important part than medicine-were
professional medical institutions, well
organised, well equipped and manned
.bv fully qualified physicians and
surgeons. They were all charitable
institutions which offered free medicare and constituted strongholds of
scientific medicine.
As Professor
Aydin Sayili rightly points out the
Turks played a pivotal role in the
development of hospitals as philanthropically endowed specialised scientific institutions.
Early Turkish
hospitals were in the true sense of
the word, fore-runners of the modern
hospitals. Fateh Khan, the Turkish
general and minister of the Abbasid
Caliph Mutawakkil established the
fifth hospital in the Muslim world.
The sixth hospital which was set up by
Ahmed bin Tulun was the first Islamic
hospital to be supported by a Waqf
endowment.
Out of the five earliest
hospitals that were financed by Waqf
at least three, may be four, were
founded by the Turks.
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Hospital building activity began
with the Seljuqs. Although they paid
more atttention to the establishment
of educational institutions including
medical schools, their successors in
Anatolya, Syria and Egypt extended
the sphere of patronage and established many hospitals. To Nureddin
Zangi,
Salahuddin
and
ManSl1T
Kalavun goes the credit of setting up
the world
famous hospitals and
lunatic asylums of Damascus and
Cairo. While Nureddin and Mansur
Kalavun were pure Turks, Salahuddin
was half-Turk and was the protege of
Nureddin Zangi. Cairo had the unique
distinction in the early centuries of
Islam of having five first rate hospitals.
Maqrizi, the renowned historian says
that the first of these was built by
Ahmed Tulun in 873 A.D. and the
last, that is the fifth, was founded by
Mansur Kalavun in 1284 A.D.
The Seljuqs of Rum who ruled
Anatolya
contemporaneously
with
Zangids, Ayyubids and Memluks of
Syria, built numerous welfare institutions in their kingdom including
many fine hospitals which are known
in Turkish history as Bimaristan. Darush-Shif a. Dar-as-Sehha, Darul Afiye
with Hastane 'Hestehene'
as their
Turkish equivalents. As explained by
Dr. Suheyl in his learned research on
Seljuq medicine these hospitals were
carefully planned to serve as medical
institutions
and were functionally
perfect. They also served as medical
schools. These most uptodate wel-
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fare institutions were generally founded by kings, members of the royal
family or nobility of the kingdom and
were invariably endowed with large
Awkaf i.e. large enough estates to
keep them functioning free of financial stress. Some waqf documents
which are extant provide illuminating
guidance in respect of efficient hospital management.
According to modern Turkish
research the Seljuq school (Medrese)
served as a model for hospital buildings of the Seljuq period in Anatolva. They consisted of eyvans. that
is, vaulted antechambers, open in
front, with rooms arranged around
an arcaded courtyard.
Unlike the
cubicles of a medrese the rooms were
joined together to form large wards
where patients were provided free
medical treatment and care.
Let us now have a look at some
of the important hospitals of the Seljuq period:
KAYSERI
One of the earliest hospitals of
the period was the one located at
Kayseri. They were called Chitte in
Turkish, which means twin medrese.
Sultana Nesibe Khatun. daughter of
Sultan Kilich Arsalan II. built the
Shifaiye hospital. Ghivasive h which
served as the medical school was
built by Sultan Ghiyaseddin Keykhusrev (1204 - 1210), brother of
Nasibe Khatun. Both buildings are
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modelled on Seljuq me d rese.
Of
course the hospital is larger than a
normal me dres«.
It is 32 metres in
width and 40 metres in length.
Both
buildings combined are 60 metres
long and 40 metres wide. They are
connected by an inner passage.
Both buildings are built with
locally available yellow stone. The
hospital has a more detailed division
of the rooms. It has two doors that
open into the street. The main gate
-the bigger one of the two-is more
monumental and richly decorated.
There is a small dome over the portal.
Its general appearance is still quite a
few stages away from the monumental Seljuq gates. Each stone in the
filling of the arch that surrounds the
muqqarnas over the portal is decorated, in perfect symmetry, with a large
rosette. On the corner fillings of the
portal three rosettes are placed apiece.
The marble inscription over the rosette
is written in Naskh.
Stones on the
sides of the inscription are decorated
with star-shaped rosettes. On the
central stone there is a lobbed rosette
and a relief.
This relief and the
entrance portal formed by a wide
archway is in advanced stage of decay
vnd is partially damaged. One of the
two side-niches is totally demolished.
The upperstone on the niche on the
other side contains the figure of a
lion. Dr. Sherare Yetken is of the
opinion that this figure is perhaps
connected with Kilij Arslan. father of
both Gevher Khatun and Sultan Ghi-
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yaseddin.
lion.

Arslan in Turkish means a

THE SIVAS HOSPITAL
Izzeddin Keykavus (1210-1219
A D.) built the Sivas hospital in 1217
A D. The Sultan suffered from tuberculosis, so he paid special attention
to the development of the science of
medicine. This hospital followed the
design of Ghiyasiyeh and Shifaiye and
was originally constructed as a twinbuilding. This type of buildings comprising a hospital and a medical
school adjacently located, is typical
of the Seljuq institutions architecture.
It denotes the special importance the
Seljuq rulers attached to medical
te achinq.
The existing hospital at Sivas is
the largest of all similar buildings
and measures 68 X 48 metres. It follows the classical me drese plan and
has an arcaded courtyard with evvan.
Facing the entrance there is a broad
evvan, on the top of which there is a
pointed arch. In one of the rooms
to the right of the courtyard is the
tomb tower of Izzeddin Keykavus.
This tomb tower, [ncidentallv, is one
of the finest specimens of Seljuq art.
It contains rich glazed brick-sand
tiles with their intricate mosaic decorations.
Richly inter-twined inscriptory decorations form the most spectacular part of the architecture with
varied shades of blue. white, navy
blue and turquoise.
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On the arch of the main door
there is an inscription which contains
the royal builder's thoughts about
life and death, which are both lyrical
and tragic.
The complex of hospital-cummedical school is architecturally one
of the most monumental works of
the Seljuq period. It was given an
enormous Waqf and its management
was left to Jamaleddin Ferrukh bin
Abdullah who had himself built a
hospital. This institution which had
adequate financial resources, had a
number of expert physicians, surgeons
and oculists on its regular staff.
THE KEYKUBAD HOSPITAL
KONYA
Many hospitals were established
in Konya, the capital of the Seljuq
kings of Anatolya, and other areas
adjacent to it, during the 13th century. The one built by Sultan Alaeddin Keykubad (1219-1236 A D.) was
the biggest of all. The same Sultan
built a hot - spring bath - house in
Konya.
Another hospital was built by
Jalaleddin Karatay, a powerful minister to many Seljuq kings. It stood in
front of Karatay Medre se which still
exists though only partially.
The
Waqf document of this hospital shows
that Jalaleddin Karatay had commissioned this hospital for his brother
who was a physician.

There were hospitals also at
Aksaray and Akshehir in Konya. They
were most probably founded by
Alaeddin Keykubad the greatest of
Rum Seljuqs. Unfortunately they no
longer exist.
THE DIVRIGI HOSPITAL
Divrigi, a small town in the province of Sivas. was a large city
during the Seljuq period.
It was the
capital of the Menguch dynasty from
1071 to 1252 AD.
The Menguchs
were vassals of the Seljuq kings.
Turan Malik, the wife of Ahmed Shah
and daughter of Fekhreddin Behram
Shah, built a complex in 1028 AD.
which comprised a mosque, a hospital and a tomb. It is a masterpiece
of Turkish art and architecture.
The hospital is situated next to
the mosque. Its plan follows
the
traditional medrese type, which has
been described above, but with one
difference.
The usual open court is
closed with a three-sided barrel vault
which stands on four huge pillars.
On the middle part of the vault stands
a lantern which is placed directly
underneath an octogonal pool.
The vaults that cover the eyvans
have beautiful star-forms and other
elegant decorations.
On the second
floor is a gall8ry which runs along
the southern and western sides of
the buildings.
A domed room to the
left of the large evvan is the tomb
with several sacrophagi which are
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covered with tiles.
Another door
leads into the mosque. It is said
that the Menguch Amir Ahmad Shah
and his wife Turan Malik are buried
in the tomb.
The hospital at Divrigi measures
24x32 metres.
Its portal has a
decoration
which
is
absolutely
different
from
the
usual portal
ornamentation.
It brings to mind
the Gothic portals
On the upperfacing of the portal there are five
cornered stars. symbolising the starry
heavens. Down below, there is a
window that is divided by a small
pillar, with its prismatic shaft completely covered with palmettes and
Rumis. The space underneath the
window
has the appearance of
wooden casettes, embellished with
geometrical stars, plastic palmettes
and Rumis.
The decorations are
over the clustered colonnettes that
originate from the bottom of the large
muqqarnas (stalactite) consoles on
which the pointed portal arch rests
and which moves downward after
forming a knot, over these colonnettes which consists of palmettes.
THE CHANKIRI HOSPITAL
Chankiri is now a small town on
the Ankara-Zonguldak
railway.
It
was an important city during the
Seljuq period. A hospital was built
here in 1235 A.D.
by
Atabey
Jemaleddin Ferrukh, an emir at the
time of the Seljuq Sultan Alaeddin
Keykubad. The inscription which is
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much damaged, is in Arabic. The
building now houses the Chankiri
Museum.
THE KASTAMUNU HOSPITAL
The famous Seljuq vezir Muineddin Suleman Pervane, a devotee of
Maulana Riim is reputed to have built
many public buildings such as Jami,
Medrese,
Kervansarai
(inns)
and
hamams (public baths) in different
parts of Anatolya.
He also built a
hospital at Tokat in 1275 A.D. A
little earlier, i.e. in 1272 his son Ali
bin Muineddin
Suleman
Pervane
founded a hospital at Kastamunu.
Later on this building was converted
into a Kadiri monastery
Nowadays
it is generally known
as Yilani
Darush-Shifa.
There is a legend
about this hospital which is current
to this day as to how it was constructed and took the name of the
snake. There is a figure of a coiled
snake on the stone decoration of the
hospital. The Arabic inscription says
that the building was constructed to
serve as a Maristan or hospital.
Its
architect was a person named Sad
who belonged to Kayseri. Only a
small mosque, a tomb two rooms
and the library sections of this hospiare extant and give some idea of the
graceful patterns of the Seljuq stonecarving.
The tomb-tower has 18 graves.
It is generally believed that the saint
Abdulfettah and his disciples are
buried here. It is not known when
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the hospital was converted into a
monastery.
Some
experts
have,
however, suggested that the saint
Abdultettah was in all likelihood a
physician and so were his disciples.
THE AMASIYA HOSPITAL
Mongol
dynasty
known
as
Ilkhanids took over Anatolya from
the Seljuqs towards the end of the
thirteenth or beginning of the 14th
century. A great hospital was built
in Amasiya soon after i.e. in 1308,
during the reign of Ylkhanid Sultan
Oljaytu Khudabende. In the inscription is is said that the contruction
was undertaken by Amber bin Abdullah, a slave of Yildiz or IIdus
Khatun, the wife of Sultan Oljaytu.
The plan is like a medrese with an
arcaded courtyard.
The building
measures 24x 34 metres. The Waqf,
drawn up in 1312 A.D. was managed
by Alaeddin Ali Pervane, a brother
of Yildiz Khatun. The Amasiya complex was a hospital-cum-medical
school. It produced a large number
of fully qualified
physicians and
continued functioning well into the
19th century. The hospital had an
uptodate surgical
theatre
where
delicate operations were performed.
The medical department was manned
by physicians who had the requisite
expertise to treat all kinds of diseases,
including psychic disorders and severe
cases of neurosis. Sherfeddin Subunjuoglu, who worked in this teaching hospital for fourteen years as a
physician, has left to posterity a book
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named Kitab al-Jarrahiy,ei llkheniv e .
(A Book on Ilkhanid Surgery) which
proves that medicine including surgery had made remarkable advances
during this period.
Several manuscripts of this work still exist - one
copy is preserved in the library of
Eli Emiri Effendi, (No. 79 at Fatih);
another copy with 134 miniatures is
in the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris.
The manuscripts written by the author
contained many original illustrations.
The portal of the Ilkhanid hospital
at Amasiya has decorations in the
traditional Seljuq style. The decorations seen on the portals of the
medrese at Erzurum and Sivas are
repeated here. Its distinctive feature is the embellishment on the
keystone of the main door. It shows
a human figure sitting cross-legged.
It might well have been the portrait
of the founder or was intended to
present a physician in his typical
posture.
In addition we have recorded
evidence that Anatolya had well
established medical institutions at
Tokad, Erzurum and other places prior
to the advent of the Ottomans.
The Ottomans continued
the
Seljuq tradition of setting up new
hospitals. The institution established
in the earlier times were incorporated
by the Ottomans in the huge medical
complexes built by them. Bavazld
Yildrim built the first hospital of the
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Ottoman

period in 1400 A.D. at Bursa

and was giv~n the name Darut-tibb.
Dr. Osman Shevki
in his work The

Turkish Medicine
ding

says that the buila medical school.
But

housed

due to the fact that

the

Waqf docu-

ment makes a mention of a school,
Dr. Adrian .\divar disagrees with him.
The factual
position
is that
the
tradition
during that period was that
a hospital
institution

was always
a teaching
as well.
The hospitals

established earlier at Jundishapur
and
Baghdad which had served as a model
for the Seljuq institutions
were also
teaching
institutions.
It would,
therefore,
be quite
reasonable
to
assume that the Darut-tibb
at Bursa
performed

a

dual

function.

hospital of the Ottoman period
also as a medical school.
THE FATIH
Jami

HOSPITAL,

This
served

ISTANBUL

A vast complex was built around
Fatih in 1470 A.D.
It included

a series of buildings
which
eight educational
institutions,

housed
known

one

Ind. tnst . Hist. Med. Vol. XVIII
oculist

on

its

staff,

besides

a

servant

and a door-keeper.
The
Waqf laid down
that
physicians
would
be employed
on the basis of
their expertise
talent. irrespective of
their

nationality

or

the

creed

they

professed.
The rules of the hospital
required
the physicians
to visit and
examine
their patients
twice
every
day - morning
and evening, and the
servants
to show every courtesy to
the latter.
Indoor
patients
were
provided
food
and other facilities.
According
to
Evliya
Celebi
the
hospital
comprised
seventy
rooms
and employed two hundred personsphysicians,
surgeons,
pharmacists,
etc. He also says that mental therapy
in this hospital
included
the use of
music, mainly instrumental,
and that
there were separate
wards for male
and female patients.
The hospital
though
much dilapidated
continued
to function
till the time of Mahmud
II (1808-1839
A.D.).
THE

BAYAZID

HOSPITAL,

EDIRNE

as Medrese Semanye.
Another eight
schools,
smaller
in size were con-

The hospital was built by Bayazid
II, son of Mohammed
Fatih, at Edirne

structed as an annexe at the back of
the main Medrese . On the western

in 1488
A D.
Its architect
was
Kharyeddin.
Like the Fatih Hospital.

side of the Mosque

it too was a part of a large complex
built around the Jami Bayazid II.
It

there was a well-

stocked library exclusively
meant for
the teachers
and the students of the
schools.
A Musafir
Khane or a
travellers
guest-house
was located
at one end.
At the other end lay
the great hospita I. The hospital
had

specialised
in ophthalmology
and
psychotherapy.
Because of the latter,
the fame of this hospital
had spread
throughout
Europe.
It is very revealing to note that here mental patients

two
expert
physicians,
one highly
skilled surgeon, one pharmacist
and

were cured by means of music and
hypnosis
whereas European
nations
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during this period burnt them alive
because they were thought to be
haunted by demons and witches.
Evliya Celebi says that this hospital
employed 10 singers and 10 instrumentalists
for
treating
mentally
deranged patients.
Attached to the
hospital was a teaching institution
or in Celebi's words, Me dre se-iEtibba, where highly erudite physicians discussed Socrates, Aristotle,
Galen and Pythagoras amongst themselves as well as with their pupils.
The hospital was located in a lush
garden adjacent to the outer courtyard of Jami- Bayazrd.
THE MANISA

HOSPITAL

Hafsa Sultan, the wife of Sultan
Selim and mother of Sulernan Kaniini
commissioned the building of a huge
complex, which was completed in
1535 A.D. It comprised a mosque,
a me dre se , a hammam,
or publicbath. a poor-house and a hospital.
Merkez Effendi a distinguished physician and highly respected Sufi served
as the first head of the hospital.
Effendi had developed a brain-tonic
known in those days as Mesir which
was considered
treatment
Manisa

very effective in the

of mental
hospital

diseases.

building

The

still exists

and is the venue of a yearly festival
which is held from April 15th to 23rd
during which the flII'd' jun Mesir is;
prepared and
distributed
to the
needy.

THE HASEKI HOSPITAL
Khurram
Sultan,
(1502-1561
A.D.) had got built a number of
public welfare institutions
in her
name or in the name of her daughter
Mihrimah Sultan in suburban Istanbul
known as Haseki. Among t.iern was
a hospital which formed part of a
complex comprising, the Heseki mosque, a me dre se , a se bit and a public
kitchen meant to feed the poor. Evliya
Celebi says that this hospital which
was completed in 1539 was a health
house par excellence.
THE SULEMANIYE
ISTANBUL

HOSPITAL,

Suleman Kanfini. the greatest of
the Ottoman Sultans, had built a vast
complex around his mosque,
of
surpassing beauty and magnificence,
known as Jami Sulemaniye, including
schools, academies and a medical
college. A hospital known as Sluernanive Darush-Shifa
was
built,
adjacent to the medical college in
1557 A. D. It stands at Askari Matbas,
or the military press, as certified by
Dr. Adrian .vdivar. Dr. Suheyl Unver
has published pictures and the plan
of the hospital in Vakiflar Dergesi
and has produced material regarding
its management on the basis of its
Waqf. nama.
Its medical staff included one chief physician, three
associate physicians. two surgeons
and two oculists.
Besides, it had
one steward. one secretary, four
distillers, for preparing soft sweet
beverages, one butler, four care-
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takers. two washermen, one hair
dresser 'and one masseur.
Evliya
Celebi, quite overcome by admiration,
says. "The hospital is so wonderful,
such a sure cure house, that a patient
is.completely cured. by Allah's Grace,
within 3 days. The surgeons are
masters of their art. Indeed it is a
heaven at comfort, a miracle house
of healing".
THE SULTAN AHMED HOSPITAL
The last 9rt at complex Of the
Ottoman period is the Sultan Ahmed
set of buildings in lst anbul. Mohammed Aga, the master architect of
his time built it at the command of
Sultan Ahmed I. I t took 17 years to
complete
this
gigantic
complex
between 1600 to l607 A D. It comprised a mosque, a travellers inn
(a ksrvenserei ) . a public kitchen for
the poor, a school. a hospital and an
edifice for the tomb
According to
the Evliya Celebi "the indolent and
the mentally sick are brought to the
Sultan Ahmed Hospital for treatment.
The climate here is generally pleasant
and the hospital staff looks after the
patients with 10\. i;lg care". Only the
Jami Sulernanive , which is known as
the Blue Mosque and is a gf'm of
Islamic architecture is extant.
It
stands in unique
splendour
and
msjestv - a thing
of
mate+less
beauty, a glorious sight which fills
the beholder's heart with worshipfulness.
Some other hospitals were built

in different parts of Turkey during the
Ottoman period but no material is
available about them except their
names. With the decline of the
Ottoman Empire this great tradition
of Luilding hospitals and medical
schools came to a sad end.
Before concluding
this
short
survey a mention must be made of
two hospitals built exclusively for the
lepers in the 15th and 16th centuries.
One was built at Edirne, during the
reiqn of Sultan Murad" (1421-1450
A.D.) and the other at Secutri, now
called Uskudar, in 1514 AD. by
Sultan Selim I. It was called Kharafa
Ahmed .Jazzarn Hastanesi.
The Seljuqs and the Ottomans
built a large number of world famous
Turkish Hammams
They too served
as health houses in their own way.
The renowned trave ller Ibn Batuta
says that Anatolva
had over three
hundred spas which were used by
people
suffering
from
different
diseases. But they do not specif!cally
fall in the purview of this discourse.
I hope this evaluation of the
science of medicine
and medical
facilities in Turkey from the beginning
of the medieval times to the 18th
century has proved beyond doubt
that hospital planning and administration had reached a hiSh standard
ot· scientific excellence at a time in
human history when the concept of
public health was hardly known,
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information will become available in
the not too distant future regarding
contribution
made by Turkey to
medical history.

much less put into practice in most
countries of the Occident. I am sure
there is much scope for
further
research in this rich field and that
much more detailed and fruitful
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